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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Scope
This report focuses on urban design effects. It is structured by issue
and under each issue identifies both potential and actual adverse
effects as well as positive attributes and effects. The latter indicate
the extent to which the proposal will contribute to a well-functioning
urban environment.
References to and assessment relative to relevant parts of the
Proposed 2nd Generation Dunedin District Plan (2GDP) are also
integrated throughout the report, with urban design related plan
content at the beginning of each section. Where there is no content in
the plan to address what we consider to be important urban design
issues, we assess effects with reference to principles of good urban
design.
Vignette images from the architectural and landscape drawings
prepared by Warren and Mahoney/HDR/McCoy Wixon and LandLab
respectively are also included to illustrate selected points of
assessment which is nevertheless based on reference to the full
document set. Assessment is informed by urban design context
analysis, and our context analysis drawings are integrated into this
report.
Project description
This assessment relates to consent drawings developed for the New
Dunedin Hospital Outpatients Building. Relevant documents include:
• Site planning and architecture
Warren and Mahoney/HDR/McCoy Wixon
Resource Consent Design Report (12/04/2022 Issue H) and
related architectural drawings (11/04/2022 Revision N).
• Shading Studies
Warren and Mahoney/HDR/McCoy Wixon (File name:
220218_OB_Sun_Study.pdf)
• Landscape and open space
LandLab Outpatient Building RC Landscape drawings
(dated11.04.2022).

1.2

Review of Dunedin City strategies and plans
The District Plan provides the key parameters for assessment.
However, our urban design assessment is also informed by review of
other Dunedin City Council strategies and plans. This provides a useful
understanding of the wider context and expectations for the city and
is summarised below:
Contributing plans and strategies:
Arts and Culture Strategy. [ACS]
Central City Plan. [CCP]
Economic Development Strategy. [EDS]
Integrated Transport Strategy. [ITS]
Social Wellbeing Strategy. [SWS]
Spatial Plan. [SP]
Summary of main NDH design-related issues:
1. Need to revitalise/upgrade and invest in the central city.
o Installations and events enliven city spaces. [ACS]
o Shortage of high-quality open space, e.g. pocket parks.
[CCP]
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o

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Streetscape improvements (including tree planting) on
major roads. [CCP]
o Avoid detracting from established retail areas. [CCP, SP]
o Unattractive vacant and/or poorly maintained sites need
to be addressed. [CCP]
o Low growth environment means new investment is
especially valuable. [CCP]
o Central city requires high quality design especially good
public-private interface. [SP]
o Visual impact of large/prominent buildings should not
detract from amenity. [SP]
o Primacy of central city should be maintained. [SP]
Improve pedestrian environment/active modes within Central
City and Tertiary Precinct.
o Shift emphasis from private cars to walking and other
modes of transport. [CCP]
o Improved connectivity/legibility/quality of ped/cycle
routes (incl. east-west). [SP]
o Pedestrian/cycling network needs to be improved. [CCP,
SP]
SH1 one-way pair causes severance including central
city/waterfront and city/tertiary. 1
o Severance caused by SH1 one-way system needs to be
reduced. [CCP]
o Move to two-way SH1 on Cumberland Street south of
Queens Gardens. [ITS]
Improve road safety - particularly in the Central City and Tertiary
Precinct. [ITS]
Health technologies are key component of Dunedin’s knowledgebased economy.
o Physical proximity assists collaboration. [EDS]
o Tertiary-Medical Precinct should be maintained and
enhanced. [SP]
o Hospital remains in central city for employment,
relationship to tertiary. [CCP, SP]
o Dunedin must retain high level medical research and
services. [CCP, SP]
NDH site occupies “blind spot” in central city planning. [CCP, SP]
Ngāi Tahu culture needs to be more visible. [CCP, SP]

1

This records the tenor of Dunedin City Council documents relating to issues outside this
consent application. That is because the proposed Outpatients Building is configured to work
well with whatever is decided for the streets adjoining it.
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2
2.1

BUILDING BULK, FORM AND LOCATION
Context overview
Existing and previous development
The site has been occupied by one and two-storey commercial
buildings. Of these, only the former Anytime Fitness building and the
former Lighting Direct building remain. These will be repurposed for
cycle storage. The surrounding area contains further low-rise
commercial and industrial premises. Many of these are free-standing
structures associated with extensive areas of on-site vehicle circulation
and car parking.
On Cumberland Street, much of the opposite frontage is occupied by
the New World supermarket. This large-format retail outlet
approximates the scale and layout of neighbouring commercial or
industrial properties.
On Castle Street, distinctive buildings include the five-storey University
of Otago Te Rangi Hiroa College, the glass-fronted Dunedin Energy
Centre and the heritage-listed Dunedin Central Fire Station.
The New Dunedin Hospital site extends south of St Andrew Street onto
land formerly occupied by the Cadbury factory. All the Cadbury
buildings have been demolished except for the heritage-listed Dairy
Building, which marks the southern extent of the future hospital
campus. (Note: Any future Inpatients Building is not considered part of
the existing environment in this assessment.)

Figure 2.1
Building Footprint Plan

Building plan form and dimensions
The Building Footprint Plan locates the proposed Outpatients Building
within a wider urban context. It demonstrates how it fits within an
existing urban fabric characterized by large footprints and a variety of
building types. Large floorplate structures include the Countdown and
New World supermarkets on Cumberland Street as well as existing
hospital buildings north of Hanover Street. Interspersed with these are
a range of smaller buildings. Most buildings, even if they present as
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stand-alone ‘pavilion’ buildings, are located at or close to the street
edge and contribute to a street wall.
The Building Footprint Plan also demonstrates the relative openness of
the immediate neighbourhood. This contrasts with the defined street
edges of the Octagon, George Street and Stuart Street. Some buildings
are set back from the street edge. In most cases, on-site open spaces
are used for car parking.
Buildings previously on the site
Single-storey buildings formerly occupied the Castle Street side of the
site. On Cumberland Street, buildings either had two storeys or a single
level with a two-storey scale. These buildings offered a low level of
visual and pedestrian amenity. Most of this block is now cleared.
South of St Andrew Street on the former Cadbury site, buildings
ranged between one and five storeys in height. Most of these buildings
have been demolished. On Castle Street, the remaining Dairy Building
is two storeys high.
Previously, all buildings on the site were built to the street edge.
However, immediately to the north, the built fabric is more open. It
consists largely of free-standing structures with associated on-site
vehicle circulation, car parking and service yards.

Figure 2.2
Context of existing
building heights

Context of existing building heights
The Outpatients Building is in a zone where the 2GDP anticipates
buildings rising 20m above ground level. Figure 2.2 uses a data set of
building height held by Dunedin City Council to describe graphically the
contours of building height in the city centre. The height contours of
the Outpatients Building show the proposal in context.
The plan demonstrates the polycentric nature of building development
within Dunedin City Centre and that within the wider context there is
considerable variation in the heights of existing buildings. It also
demonstrates that tall buildings at and close to the Octagon are
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complemented by two existing groupings of tall institutional buildings
further north, these being the existing hospital and Otago University.
The Forsyth Barr Stadium is a tall and very large form out to the northeast. The proposal sits close to the city centre within a triangle formed
by these existing groups of tall buildings. In terms of immediate
context, figure 2.2 shows that the height of the proposed Outpatients
Building contrasts with the cleared Cadbury block and generally lowrise fabric located east of Castle Street.
Heritage buildings
There are no heritage buildings on the Outpatients site. Directly across
Castle Street is the heritage-listed Dunedin Central Fire Station. A block
away to the south, the Allied Press Building and the Dairy Building
front Cumberland Street and Castle Street respectively. The Dairy
Building is now the sole occupant of the former Cadbury site. Further
south on Castle Street, Anzac Square and the Dunedin Railway Station
create an iconic setting at the eastern end of Stuart Street.
Current land use
The site’s immediate context is characterised by a mix of mainly
commercial uses. This mix includes institutional use and on the
western side of Cumberland Street and big box retail (see figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3
Ground level activity type
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The site is beyond the reach of conventional pedestrian-oriented retail
with street-facing shopfronts. However, some large-format retail
occurs in the form of Countdown and New World supermarkets.
Several public/institutional activities are located nearby. These include
the police station across Cumberland Street to the west and the
Dunedin Central Fire Station across Castle Street to the east. Large
open areas to the west, east and north of the site are currently used
for carparking.

2.2

Height, massing and scale
Height related content from the 2GDP
Commercial and mixed use zone assessment matter 18.9.4.6(b):
Buildings and structures minimise as far as practicable adverse
effects on the skyline vista of the city, particularly as viewed
from Dunedin’s inner hill suburbs across the harbour towards
the Otago Peninsula, including through the use of quality and
contextually appropriate architectural design.
Related performance standard 18.6.5.2:
New buildings must have a maximum height of 20m above
ground level.
While the effects of height are assessed in detail in the landscape and
visual assessment, this is also considered through an urban form lens.
Building height-related visual effects
The main roof of the Outpatients Building rises to 26.09m above
ground, which with parapet scaling at approximately 1.05m, makes the
primary form of the building approximately 27.15m high. This is just
under two floors higher than development anticipated by the 2GDP. A
central roof-top plant enclosure brings the overall building height to
32.35m. With its long horizontal dimensions and its close context of
one and two-storey structures, the Outpatients Building will
significantly change the skyline in this part of the city.
Representative ‘context visualisations’ demonstrate that the proposed
building will be conspicuous in several near and mid-range views.
However, the simulations also show that the Outpatients Building fits
well into its urban setting. In assessing these effects, MUL’s Urban
Design Report complements the Boffa Miskell Visual Effects
Assessment.

Figure 2.4 View of Outpatients from Cumberland Street.

Figure 2.5 View of Outpatients from Cumberland Street.

Near views along streets
The Outpatients Building significantly changes the existing aspect along
adjoining streets. It is prominent in views from lower vantage points
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situated closer to the city centre, in which its five-storey primary
volume becomes apparent. However, with planned articulation and
setbacks, the visual impact of bulk is mitigated, and massing achieves a
comfortable fit with the urban context. The design measures that
ensure that the proposed building does not dominate adjacent street
edges are as follows:
(i) Massing and articulation of form with ‘transitional’ and lower
volumes along three of its four edges;
(ii) Breakdown of large forms into additive compositions;
(iii) Breakdown of large surfaces into composite patterns;
(iv) Variation in plan including setting tall building forms back from the
street edge; and
(v) Using ground-level setbacks to introduce trees and other
landscape features, which assist with scale transition.

Figure 2.6 View of Outpatients from Castle Street.

As critical city infrastructure, it is appropriate that the Outpatients
Building stands out and is perceived as a local landmark. Indeed, a
conspicuous presence assists wayfinding. At the same time, the
development’s size and prominence impose a higher standard on
design. The modelling of bulk and form and the accompanying
architectural approach indicate that this standard has been achieved.

Figure 2.7 View southward along Castle Street. This shows how modelling of building form
and street trees combine to reduce perceptions of building bulk.
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Visual effects related to building bulk and scale
At five storeys, the Outpatients Building is not exceptionally tall within
the context of the CBD. However, the building’s horizontal dimensions
are quite large.
While the proposed Outpatients Building is larger than most nearby
buildings, its plan and three-dimensional form are strongly articulated
(refer figure 2.8). This allows the structure to be read as an assembly of
smaller parts. This complexity assists integration into the urban
context and the additive composition, vigorous articulation of forms
and composite surfaces lessen the visual impact of height and bulk.
Inflections in the massing and variable setbacks around the perimeter
help to break down scale. On most frontages, intermediate-scale
volumes (including some negative volumes) mitigate the visual impact
of bulk. These design strategies also provide visual interest and signal
entrance locations. Finally, the subsidiary volumes on the building’s
perimeter establish compatibility with smaller neighbouring structures
such as the fire station.
Scale and visual interest are also addressed at the level of facade
design especially at the street edge. These effects are apparent in both
aerial perspectives and street level views. A range of materials,
cladding systems and colours reinforces formal composition but also
introduces further variation and complexity.

Figure 2.8 Diagrammatic Level 02 plan. This
shows the articulation of plan form, including
lower transitional forms on the north (right),
east (bottom) and west (top) facades.

Significance of this effect
This effect is minor. The Outpatients Building’s overall bulk is
noteworthy within the Dunedin context. However, the massing and
articulation of composite forms gives the building an additive
composition and add visual interest to the local streetscape.
Constituent volumes are commensurate with existing office blocks and
other commercial or industrial premises. Varied surface treatments
reinforce this reading.
Mitigation
In short range views along streets, various means are used to mitigate
or avoid an impression of visual dominance. These measures include
surface treatments and flanking the tallest volumes with transitional
forms, which appear as foreground elements in many close-range
views. Another strategy is positioning trees and other landscape
features close to the Cumberland Street site boundary. These soften
and enrich ground-level views and assist with scale transition to the
existing streetscape.
No further mitigation is required beyond the following proposed
measures: (i) articulation of building form; (ii) expression of openings
and fine-grained textures on facades; and (iii) integration of trees and
other landscape features on the perimeter of the site to achieve a
sense of scale transition and street edge definition.
Scale relationship to heritage buildings
A combination of measures assists in achieving a comfortable and
respectful scale relationship between the Outpatients Building and the
Dunedin Central Fire Station:
• The Outpatients Building presents a two-storey brick-clad form to
the corner of Castle Street and St Andrew Street, i.e. directly
opposite the fire station. Having similar dimensions and materials,
this volume establishes a visual relationship with the heritage
building (see figures 2.9 and 2.10).
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•

The Outpatients Building is separated from the Dunedin Fire
Station by Castle Street and a further setback from the street
edge.

Figure 2.9 Axonometric view of the Inpatients Building showing sympathetic
massing in relation to the Dunedin Central Fire Station.

Significance of this effect
Effects are less than minor because scale mitigation is integrated into
building form and envelope design.
Mitigation
No further mitigation is required.

Figure 2.10
Partial south elevation of Outpatients Building showing breakdown of building form and low-rise
brick-clad volume which establishes a scale and material relationship with the Dunedin Central Fire Station.

Street edge definition
The edges of three of the adjacent streets display different degrees of
enclosure and frontage continuity. The Outpatients Building has a dual
character that responds appropriately to each of these conditions. It
continues the street wall of St Andrew Street but presents as a freestanding structure on the less built-up Cumberland and Castle streets.
Given that the Outpatients Building is a conspicuously large structure,
proposed edge setbacks help to mitigate the visual impact of bulk and
avoid an excessive sense of enclosure. The setbacks also allow for trees
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and other landscape features along the edges of Cumberland and
Castle streets. In these locations, landscape elements contribute to
visual amenity and scale transition.
As a further benefit, the deep setback from Cumberland Street
accommodates a significant public space with excellent midday and
afternoon sun. Prominently located at a major intersection, this space
invites casual occupation and helps to denote access to the
Outpatients Building. In contrast Outpatients is built very close to the
Castle Street corner, defining the corner and mirroring the placement
and scale of the Dunedin Central Fire Station directly across the street
(refer figure 2.10).

2.3

Shading effects
Shading related content from the 2GDP
Commercial and mixed use zone assessment matter 18.9.4.6(a):
Buildings and additions and alterations as part of the
Dunedin Hospital redevelopment maintain or enhance
streetscape amenity by ensuring buildings and structures
above 20m minimise as far as practicable adverse effects of
shading and wind on pedestrian amenity.
Related performance standard 18.6.5.2:
New buildings must have a maximum height of 20m above
ground level.
Assessing the significance of shade
Shading effects are fully described in the Shading Study drawings
prepared by Warren and Mahoney. MUL’s Urban Design assessment
focuses on the significance of shading with reference to these shading
study drawings. Some extracts from the drawing set are included
below (refer figure 2.11), however the full set has been referred to.
Assessment of the significance of shading is considered on the
following basis:
• Shading effects are most important during the colder winter
months. At these times the effect of shade is seen as negative.
Conversely at mid-summer and during the summer months,
depending on extent and location, shade may not be negative.
During the hottest months the potential to find a place in the
shade will be positive.
• Shading over spaces that people linger in and occupy is most
important for comfort. In mid-winter a place of occupation is
unlikely to be occupied if it is shaded. Shade on spaces used
predominantly for movement is of lesser significance.
• It is most important that central city parks and squares receive sun
during the middle of the day around lunchtime as people are most
likely to occupy these types of space at that time.
Shading of the street environment
The shading diagrams demonstrate that the proposal casts an
appreciably lesser degree of shade over the street environment than a
20m height envelope at all times of year. This is because although the
tallest primary form of the building rises to just over 27m, it is set well
back from the north, east and west boundaries:
• Building setback from the north means that the footpaths along
the Cumberland and Castle Streets receive substantially more sun
during the morning and afternoon respectively.
• The tallest part of the building is set well back from the east and
west boundaries, which also contributes to lesser shade on
surrounding footpaths than would occur with a 20m envelope.
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•

The tallest form of the building is right by the St Andrew Street
boundary. During the middle of the day over the six months
between 21 March and 21 September, the additional shade cast
by the tallest part of the building falls mainly onto the hospitalowned private land on the south side of St Andrew Street.

For the reasons identified above, the proposal casts less shade over
the street environment than the former 1-2 storey building on the site.
The one exception is at 9.00am in mid-winter when a long shadow is
cast along that part of Cumberland Street south of St Andrew Street.
However, this assessment does not take into account the shade that
would have been cast on that part of Cumberland Street by the now
demolished Cadbury buildings. If the former Cadbury Buildings were to
be considered, it is likely there would be no change to shading on this
part of the street.
The effect is illustrated below with extracts from the shading diagrams
for the spring equinox (refer Fig. 2.11).
Shading of the street environment by season, considered relative to
the 20m height envelope
At mid-summer
• The shade cast from 9.00am-3.00pm does not extend to the
footpath across the street from the building. Notably, the proposal
casts considerably less shade over Cumberland and Castle streets
than a 20m height envelope. This positive effect is most
pronounced during the morning on Cumberland Street. Therefore,
the mid-summer net shading effect on adjacent streets is positive.
At the spring equinox
The effects are similar to those at mid-summer, although in the
middle of the day a longer shadow is cast over the hospital-owned
private land on the south side of St Andrew Street. The net effects
remain positive.
At mid-winter
• Shading studies demonstrate that the proposal will shade streets
around its site to a lesser extent than would result from a 20m
building volume at the street edge.
• At 9am both sides of Cumberland Street north of St Andrew
intersection are currently in shade and would remain in shade
with a 20m envelope. The proposal opens up both footpaths to
sun at this time in mid-winter due to the setback of the north-west
corner of the building from all boundaries.
• Pedestrians will experience excellent mid-winter afternoon sun on
Cumberland Street owing to its alignment and the setback of the
Outpatients Building.
• During the middle of the day the shading effect on the street
environment is limited given the majority of additional shade from
the tallest part of the building is cast over the hospital-owned
private land on the south side of St Andrew Street.
• As the sun is low in the sky the majority of additional shadow at
the times examined is cast beyond the streets. There will be a
slight reduction in shading on the street relative to a 20m
envelope, but that is inconsequential.
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September 21 9.00am

September 21 11.00am

September 21 3.00pm
September 21 1.00pm
Figure 2.11 Representative shading diagrams for the spring equinox.

Significance of these shading effects
• The net extent of shading on the street is on balance appreciably
less than that experienced with both the former buildings on the
site and the planned 20m high envelope environment. This is a
minor-moderate positive effect.
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2.4

Conclusions
•

•

•

Building height
At five storeys, the Outpatients Building is not unusually tall for
central Dunedin. However, height combines with horizontal
dimensions to create a significant addition to the city in terms of
bulk. Nevertheless, the new building makes a positive contribution
to Dunedin’s polycentric urban form. This occurs because the
Outpatients Building is an additive composition, which presents as
an assembly of forms rather than a single monolithic volume.
Subsidiary volumes around the perimeter of the building establish
positive scale relationship with smaller neighbours including the
Dunedin Central Fire Station.
Bulk and scale
Massing and composition are strengthened by a range of
materials, cladding systems and colours. The varied surface
treatments encourage additive forms to be read as a collection of
buildings rather than a single massive structure.

•

On the perimeter of the site, trees and other landscape features
mitigate the impact of bulk and help to establish transitional scale
- especially in ground-level views from surrounding streets.

•

The visual effects resulting from building bulk and scale are
successfully mitigated or avoided.

•

Additive composition creates a dynamic skyline in ground-level
views from nearby streets.

•

A respectful visual relationship is achieved between the new
buildings and the heritage-listed Dunedin Central Fire Station. This
is due to the combination of setbacks, transitional volumes and
the use of sympathetic materials.

•

Shading
The net extent of shading on the street is on balance appreciably
less than that experienced with both the former buildings on the
site and the planned 20m high envelope environment. This is a
minor-moderate positive effect.
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3

ACCESS AND CONNECTIONS

3.1

Context overview
The site is bounded on three sides by state highways. The paired oneway system of Cumberland and Castle streets brings SH1 traffic flows to
the east and west sides of the site. To the south, the site borders St
Andrew Street, which is currently designated as SH88. While these
routes provide good vehicle access, state highway traffic compromises
amenity at the edges of the site.
The highway configuration and street treatments are currently under
review, which presents opportunities for enhancement. However, until
a firm plan is adopted, the proposal will need to accommodate a
variety of possible street edge conditions and directions of travel.
The urban block on which the proposal sits is very large. Measured east
to west, the block is 100m wide. The distance between St Andrew and
Hanover Street is 210m. However, there is an informal vehicle and
pedestrian connection through a carpark towards the northern end of
the block.
South of St Andrew Street, the adjacent block is even larger, measuring
280m in length. So, there is a broader issue with east-west connectivity
in this part of the central city. Low permeability is particularly
noteworthy because most central city blocks are much smaller or have
informal mid-block connections. These routes typically cross private
land. So, the longevity of the movement network is not guaranteed.
However, such routes contribute to the network of pedestrian
connections through the city.
Comprehensive street edge quality analysis and mapping demonstrates
poor to very poor street edge conditions on and in the immediate
vicinity of the site. Refer to figure 3.1.
West of Great King Street, St Andrew Street is characterised by
shopfronts and relatively narrow frontages. Further east – closer to the
site – streetscapes are shaped by large format retail buildings and lowrise commercial or light industrial structures. Both types of building are
utilitarian in character. Their street frontages have limited articulation,
infrequent entrances and little – if any – glazing.
Street edge shelter
Buildings in the local context do not currently provide street edge
shelter other than in a minimal and fragmentary way (refer figure 3.1):
• Verandahs extend from George Street along St Andrew Street to
the intersection with Great King Street (one block west of
Cumberland Street) and then only intermittently beyond.
• There is no pattern of shelter on Cumberland Street except for a
veranda along part of the edge of the New World supermarket.
This serves a bus stop opposite the Outpatients Building.
• On Castle Street, shelter is limited to a small awning over the entry
to Business Support House at the corner with Hanover Street, and
verandas on the western side of the street opposite Anzac Square.
The presence of verandahs correlates with retail, which also terminates
in similar locations.
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Figure 3.1
Assessment of street edge
quality, including existing
extent of verandas

3.2

East-west connections
The through-site connections on the north side of the Outpatients
Building is relatively complicated. Here, on-site circulation comprises
the following vehicle and pedestrian routes (see figure 3.2):
• Primary pedestrian access from Cumberland Street to the
Outpatients Building north entrance;
• Public vehicle access between Cumberland Street and the
Outpatients Building entry drop-off area and parking plaza;
• Secondary pedestrian access from Cumberland Street to a central
north/south path aligned with the entry;
• One way access-controlled heavy vehicle access from Cumberland
Street to Castle Street;
• Two-way service vehicle access from Castle Street to and from the
yard and service facilities at the edge of Castle Street;
• 3m wide landscaped pedestrian/cycle link connecting Castle Street,
an end-of-trip facility and the Outpatients Building’s north
entrance.
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Primary Pedestrian
Secondary Pedestrian/
Cycle
Public vehicle
Service vehicle

Figure 3.2
Diagram of circulation on the northern
portion of the Outpatients Building site.

Collectively, these connections provide functional vehicle access along
with convenient foot access from Cumberland Street. Within the
western portion of the block, there is a dedicated covered pedestrian
route linking Cumberland Street directly to the Outpatients Building’s
north entrance. For pedestrians approaching from the northwest (and
those who wish to avoid steps), there is either a formed footpath or a
demarcated pedestrian zone along the southern edge of the public
vehicle access from Cumberland Street. This pathway intersects with a
clearly signaled pedestrian approach to the north entrance.
However, the circulation layout compromises pedestrian access
between the Outpatients Building, Castle Street and areas to the northeast. Within the eastern portion of the block, conditions are less
favourable for walking. Through-block pedestrian access is circuitous
and lacks the visual cues that assist wayfinding. The pedestrian/cycle
link continues past the end-of-trip facility (formerly the Anytime Fitness
building) then turns south along the edge of the temporary services
space before meeting the public vehicle access route. From here, the
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path continues as a pedestrian priority route through a carpark towards
the Outpatients Building’s northern entrance.
Whether the approach is from Castle Street or the Outpatients
Building’s north entrance, the pedestrian/cycle path has poor sightlines
that discourage through-block travel. Specifically, the repurposed
Anytime Fitness building obstructs a view of the middle portion of the
pathway, where a key linkage and a critical change in direction occur.
Wayfinding problems are compounded by the nearby through-block
vehicle link with is both more direct and more legible. Unless the closed
access gate is clearly visible, some pedestrians may attempt to use the
vehicle route for access to and from Castle Street. In doing so, they will
enter areas that are designed exclusively for vehicles.
In summary, circulation on the eastern portion of the block presents
wayfinding issues including a lack of clarity as to where pedestrians
may travel. Safety issues also arise, if pedestrians use surfaces and
routes that have not been designed to accommodate foot traffic. From
a site master-planning perspective this is suboptimal. That
notwithstanding, recognising that the configuration here is a
temporary, it is likely that these issues can be resolved with
appropriate lighting, signage and potentially formal supervision with
CCTV.
In the longer term, through-block pedestrian access can be improved
by adding a formed footpath along the entire northern edge of the
vehicle access route. In this case, the access gate can be removed.
However, this improvement is contingent on sympathetic
redevelopment of the adjacent site to the north of the proposed
Outpatients Building.
Significance
Owing to poor sightlines and legibility, the proposed pedestrian/cycle
path from Castle Street is not an optimal long-term solution. In the
short term, this is an internal site planning issue, which compromises
access between the north-east and the Outpatients Building. However,
currently there is no mid-block link in this location. So, even a suboptimal connection – such as that proposed – enhances the existing
situation.
Mitigation
No mitigation is required beyond appropriate lighting, signage and
potentially CCTV. These are all matters of detail which can readily be
addressed at the next stage of design development. However, the issue
of through-block pedestrian access should be addressed when further
development occurs on adjacent land. This land is owned by the
Ministry of Health, which retains some control over future throughblock access.

3.3

North-south connections
The Outpatients Building is set back from Cumberland Street behind an
intensively planted terraced landscape. This space has the potential to
become an ordering device for an extended hospital campus. If
continued south along Cumberland Street, the landscaped set back
could become a linear park that organizes movement and integrates
development on either side of St Andrew Street (refer figures 3.3 and
5.2).
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Shading studies show this setback will receive excellent sun from late
morning. The footpath is intermittently widened, and there are
opportunities for occupation within the broad terraced landscaping
along the way.

Figure 3.3 The edge of Cumberland Street.

The Outpatients Building is also set back from the site’s eastern
boundary. This area is more modestly dimensioned, shallow close to St
Andrew Street and wider further north. However, it is subject to a highquality landscape treatment that enhances the experience of
pedestrians, cyclists and motorists on Castle Street (refer figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 The edge of Castle Street.

3.4

Street edge shelter
Shelter related content from the 2GDP
Commercial and mixed use zone assessment matter 18.10.3:
Buildings and additions and alterations maintain or enhance
streetscape amenity by ensuring the use of verandahs where
appropriate.
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Assessment
Appropriateness will be determined by potential to contribute to
continuity of shelter where shelter currently exists; to relate to
important movement routes; and to relate to entries.
The current absence of verandahs along the adjacent streets (refer to
figure 3.1) means there is no justification for continuous verandas here.
Nevertheless, the building provides opportunity for some sheltered
public access at or close to the street edge where there is currently
none.
Building access and internal circulation are complemented by
sheltering structures and overhangs. A major public entrance directly
addresses the intersection of Cumberland Street and St Andrew Street.
Approaching from the direction of the city centre, pedestrians are
received by a recessed ground-floor façade. This creates a raised
sheltered threshold that is easily recognized. Part way along the
building’s north elevation, a second main entrance faces the carpark
and drop off area. This entrance is linked to Cumberland Street by a
canopy, which both shelters pedestrians and assists wayfinding. The
two public entrances are linked by a generous internal lobby.
This shelter provision has been calibrated to provide amenity for users
of the Outpatients Building. In doing so, it provides several publicly
accessible sheltered areas and routes where none currently exist.

3.5

Conclusions
•

As essential infrastructure, the new Outpatients Building benefits
from a central location with direct vehicle access to the state
highway. For the most part, this functionality is compatible with
high-quality pedestrian spaces on the perimeter of the site.

•

A through-block lane improves public access to the Outpatients
Building from Castle Street, particularly for service vehicles.

•

Pedestrian access from Cumberland Street to the Outpatients
Building is convenient and clearly signaled.

•

The proposed east-west pedestrian mid-block link is suboptimal in
terms of legibility and amenity. However, it is acceptable as a
short-term temporary condition.

•

Cumberland and Castle streets provide the principal north-south
connections. Each street is enhanced by a landscaped setback that
significantly improves the environment for pedestrians and helps
to bring a pedestrian-oriented character to the central city fringe.

•

Overhangs and shelter elements are well-placed to provide
amenity for Outpatients Building users. Major building entrances
are conspicuous but also protected from inclement weather. A
partially covered mid-block east-west lane contributes further
public amenity.
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4

BUILDING VISUAL AND AESTHETIC DESIGN

4.1

Composition
Frontage and streetscape amenity related content from the 2GDP
Commercial and mixed use zone assessment matters 18.9.4.8 and
18.10.3.2:
Development maintains or enhances streetscape amenity by
ensuring an architecturally interesting façade through building
modulation and use of glazing.
Related performance standard 18.6.11:
New buildings which face, and are visible from street frontages
must provide a maximum distance between building modulation
elements of 10m at all floor levels; or alternatively:
New buildings which face and are visible from street frontages
must provide minimum glazing of 20% at all floor levels. The
required glazing shall be calculated as a % of the total wall area
that faces the street frontage and includes clear glass.
Façade modulation
Additive composition and the vigorous articulation of forms lessen the
visual impact of the Outpatients Building’s height and bulk. Indeed, the
building can be read as a collection of forms rather than a single massive
structure. Variation in materials, cladding systems and colour reinforce
the building’s formal composition and provide further visual interest.
However, the architecture is not allowed to fragment. The articulation of
volumes and surfaces produces a satisfying balance between
compositional unity and visual complexity.
Three-dimensional façade articulation is most intense where it has
greatest impact on the public domain. Vertical fins project from the
Outpatients Building’s conspicuous Cumberland Street facade. The
resulting shadows and reflections can be fully appreciated from street
level, where they help to flag a major public entrance. Slight skews in
alignment separate the fins into two banks, lending an element of visual
richness to the façade. The pattern of light and shade shifts according to
the direction of view and the time of day. The fins also have the potential
to express cultural content e.g., through the addition of supergraphics.
The fins introduce a directional quality to the cladding, suggesting an
east-west grain between major street frontages. Layered construction
with strong vertical proportions achieves a similar effect on the Castle
Street elevation.
This façade treatment reinforces the overall architectural composition,
which is based on abutting east-west volumes. Read as four parallel but
offset rectangular prisms, the Outpatients Building possesses a visual
complexity that belies the structure’s overall bulk.
Like the three-dimensional façade articulation, massing is most intricate
on the east and west elevations where the constituent prismatic forms
are seen end-on. Two of the end walls are associated with lifts and
stairwells. These elements introduce especially strong verticals, which
complement a horizontal emphasis elsewhere in the elevations.
A further volume projects part-way along the north elevation. This breaks
up the length of the Outpatients Building as seen from the direction of
Hanover Street. The glazing treatment suggests inhabitation and gives
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this secondary element a strong visual relationship to the primary form,
which anchors the whole composition.
The south elevation is sleeker than its counterparts to the north, east and
west. It is clad with a flat panelized glazing system and – for most of its
length – presents as a single volume. However, this surface is made
eventful with two-dimensional architectural effects. Colour is variegated;
openings change in size and position. A strong diagonal is introduced to
the St Andrew Street façade. This gesture matches a similar inflection on
the brick-clad secondary volume at the eastern end of the building (refer
Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1 South elevation showing articulation of form and façade, and material and scale relationship to the Dunedin Central
Fire Station across Castle Street.

Although there is less shadow-casting detail on north and south
elevations, variation in the cladding modules reads clearly in oblique
views along Cumberland Street and – to a lesser extent – Castle Street.
Importantly, ground-floor (Level 00) glazing at St Andrew Street is
recessed back 150mm from the panels and glazing above, and 300mm
from the brick plinth below. This creates a three-dimensional effect along
the base of the St Andrew Street frontage. The full glazing of this set-back
portion of façade includes a greater proportion of clear glazing than
found in the facades above. In combination with the brick plinth, these
features produce a human-scale base for the building and contribute
necessary visual interest in close range views at the street edge. The
effect can be seen in figure 4.4.
Although some large flat surfaces remain, these uninterrupted planes
and crisp edges contrast positively with highly figured architecture at the
east and west ends of the building.
On Level 01 and above, 0.7m wide grey/beige ceramic panels are fixed on
the 1.4m wide curtain wall grid. These panels therefore introduce an
intermediate module and also include texture which provides subtle
variation to the façade. This contributes suitable façade modulation.
In mid and long-range views, the facade will read well owing to its
complex but refined two-dimensional composition. This includes the
complementary accents of hit-and-miss openings and opaque panels
around the entrance. Visual interest also results from recessed glazing on
Level 00 and from the brick plinth with associated planting.
The result is a coherent design in which spare elegant façade treatments
provide a foil to more vigorous parts of the composition. Expressed as a
discrete architectural volume with well-judged proportions, the St
Andrew Street façade appears shorter than the Outpatients Building as a
whole. This illusion further mitigates the impact of bulk.
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The east elevation of the Outpatients Building also contains areas of
smooth opaque cladding that assist the composition. In this location,
opacity provides a welcome foil to glazed sections of the façade. The
solid planes also give added prominence to brick masonry features at the
base of the building. Distinct materials and a strongly articulated surface
help to establish a positive visual relationship with the adjacent fire
station.
Along Cumberland Street, the architecture is more eventful. In addition
to strongly articulated surfaces on the building’s upper levels, a series of
human-scaled elements denote major entrances, retail premises and
other public-oriented activities on Level 00. These components are
recognizable by their negative volumes, complex geometry, warmer
colours and more natural materials.
For further commentary on the building’s entrances and lower
elevations, see Section 4.2 Building Frontages.
Glazing
The Outpatients Building is extensively glazed on most levels. Exceptions
include louvred plant rooms – typically located on Level 04 just below
roof level – and the building’s solid plinth, which is most evident on the
St Andrew Street elevation. Although neither of these surfaces is strongly
modulated, their areas are small relative to the overall size of the
Outpatients Building.
Glazing stops one floor short of the parapet: a change that denotes the
presence of penthouse plant rooms. Because these service spaces are
high above street level, the lack of glazing or three-dimensional detail
does not detract from the buildings’ appearance. On the contrary,
expressed as dark bands, plant room cladding creates an “attic” level that
supports a “base-middle-top” reading of architectural composition.
Table 4.1 aggregates the areas of glazing at all levels on each façade. It
demonstrates that the Cumberland and Castle Street facades have a high
proportion of glazing, including clear glazing covering between a quarter
and a third of each elevation.
37% of the St Andrew Street is glazed, with 17% clear glazed. Irrespective
of whether that glazing is clear it contrasts with solid panels on all levels
and louvres on the top plant room floor to articulate the façade. With the
absence of glazing on the walls of the rooftop plant, the clear glazing is
concentrated at the lowest four levels where it has the most beneficial
effect, enlivening the façade with glimpses of activity and/or light inside.
Combined with formal modulation, the extent and distribution of glazing
ensures there is suitable architectural interest on all façades.
Clear glazing
Elevation
North
South
East
West

14%
17%
24%
31%

Glazing with
backpan
21%
37%
17%
36%

Solid facade
65%
46%
59%
33%

Table 4.1: Extent of glazing (analysis supplied by Warren and Mahoney)

Significance of this effect
The new Outpatients Building is an accomplished work of contemporary
architecture which fully addresses the policy direction of the proposed
2GDP. The articulation of volumes and surfaces produces a satisfying
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balance between compositional unity and visual complexity, and
substantial areas of glazing are placed to enliven the façade.
Mitigation
As the overall effect is positive, no mitigation is required.
Integration of rooftop plant
Most plant spaces are incorporated within the building’s primary volume.
So, their external expression is limited to bands of louvres, which
typically conform to the panelised cladding system found elsewhere on
the upper elevations. As a result, the building has a simple profile with a
flat or near-flat roof and uninterrupted parapet lines.
Significance of this effect
Although most plant space is concealed, any external expressions
contribution positively to composition and architectural character.
Mitigation
As the overall effect is positive, no mitigation is required.

4.2

Building frontages
Cumberland Street frontage
Although food and beverage and other public-facing facilities are limited,
these are located prominently at ground level on the Cumberland Street
frontage. Extensive glazing and intermittent direct access to the exterior
encourage these activities to spill out onto adjacent terraces. Members
of the public can enter this area directly from the street, albeit after
crossing a deep landscaped perimeter.
Public-facing facilities are associated with strongly articulated angular
and/or rounded forms at the base of the building. Compared with other
parts of the hospital, these elements are more finely detailed and
possess human scale e.g., timber battens and ship lap timber cladding (or
similar) on the projecting volume that flanks the south-west public
entrance.
Both major entrances present strongly to Cumberland Street. The
Outpatients Building’s south-west entry has a direct sightline to the
corner of St Andrew Street. The building’s northern entry is less visible. It
faces a carpark rather than the public thoroughfare. However, this access
point is signaled by a canopy extending towards the street edge.
Level 00 is raised to elevate the building above a flood plain. At
approximately 1.7m, the change in level could disengage ground-floor
activity from the edge of Cumberland Street. However, this vertical
displacement is distributed across a 10m deep landscaped setback. The
result is a terraced pocket park, which offers seating opportunities and
maintains good sightlines to entries and internal spaces at the base of
the buildings.
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Figure 4.2 Cumberland Street frontage from the north-west.

Figure 4.3 Cumberland Street frontage from the south-west.

Along Cumberland Street, the Outpatients Building’s upper elevations are
strongly articulated. On the building’s primary volume, projecting fins
create reflections and shadows that change with the viewing angle and
the time of day. This is an appropriate treatment given the prominence
of the west elevation.
Carparking, drop-off and service areas are situated on the north side of
the building. All these vehicle-oriented domains present end-on to
Cumberland Street. So, their impact on the streetscape is diminished.
On-site circulation is efficiently laid out. Vehicle entries are limited to a
single curb-crossing on each of the Cumberland Street and Castle Street
frontages.
The landscaped setback extends along the Cumberland Street frontage of
all carparking and drop-off areas. Trees and other vegetation screen the
vehicle-oriented zones from the adjacent thoroughfare. Large expanses
of paving are broken up with lines of trees and strips of low-level
planting. As well as directing movement, this landscape treatment
contributes to the park-like character of the Cumberland Street frontage.
Significance of this effect
The proposal has a positive impact on streetscape quality and amenity.
Service areas and large expanses of carparking are sensitively located and
screened. West-facing elevations are strongly articulated, especially on
the lower levels.
Mitigation
The following measures produce an attractive interface with Cumberland
Street: (i) strongly articulated publicly relevant ground-floor
accommodation, (ii) visible street-facing entrances, (iii) threedimensional shadow-casting detail on upper elevations, (iv) deep
intensively landscaped setback along the site’s western frontage, and (v)
well-planned vehicle access, carparking and service areas. As the effect is
positive, no mitigation is required.
Castle Street frontage
Description
The Outpatients Building meets the intersection of Castle Street and St
Andrew Street with a brick-clad two-storey secondary volume. Although
expressed in a contemporary idiom, this element is sympathetic to the
nearby fire station. Resonance between the two buildings results from
similar materials and proportions as well as comparable quality and
attention to detail. The secondary volume also provides relief from the
Outpatients Building’s long planar south elevation.
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Openings on Levels 02-03 combine with the brick-clad volume and a
projecting glazed wedge to create a strong sense of inhabitation.
The proximity of vehicle access and service areas could give the Castle
Street interface a back-of-house character. However, several aspects of
the proposal direct the development towards an appropriate outcome:
• A setback includes trees and other landscape features that increase
amenity and augment the streetscape of the public right-of-way; and
• Service yards are concealed from the street.
These features provide conditions for a positive relationship between the
Outpatients Building and Castle Street.
Significance of this effect
The proposal has a positive impact on streetscape quality and amenity.
Service areas are sensitively located and screened. The east elevation is
strongly articulated, especially on the building’s lower levels.
Mitigation
No further mitigation is required.
St Andrew Street frontage
A main public entrance presents strongly to St Andrew Street at the
Cumberland Street intersection. As well as being architecturally eventful,
this feature generates activity at the street edge.
For much of the remaining frontage, the Outpatients Building meets St
Andrew Street with a continuous 1.7m high brick-clad plinth. This sits
flush with the building’s upper elevation (Levels 01-04).
The raised datum blocks sightlines between the footpath and the
building’s interior. Although this arrangement limits street edge
activation, it enhances the privacy of ground-floor treatment areas.
Indeed, the glazing system is deliberately designed to reduce visual
connectivity. On Levels 00 and 01, transparent openings are intermittent
and configured as narrow vertical strips within a unitized cladding
system.
Nevertheless, Level 00 presents an occupied edge to St Andrew Street.
The glass line is recessed slightly to produce shadow lines and stronger
three-dimensional modulation. Combined with the plinth, this feature
creates a recognizable human-scale base for the building.

Figure 4.4 St Andrew Street edge

Cumberland Street’s park-like edge turns the corner into St Andrew
Street. This means that approximately one quarter of St Andrews Street’s
northern edge is intensively landscaped.
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That landscape is complemented by a continuous strip of low planting
along the base of the brick plinth. This planting partially mitigates the
visual effect of the long unbroken horizontal of the brick plinth. It also
provides a foil to the planar south elevation and compensates for the
relative lack of street-edge activation (see also section 5.2).
Ideally, on-site landscape would be augmented by street trees within the
St Andrew Street right-of-way. Landscape could also be added to the
block south of St Andrew Street. In this case, planting and/or other
installations might be temporary in nature pending further hospital
development.
Significance of this effect
The building’s plinth produces long uniform frontages, especially on St
Andrew Street. This edge condition limits engagement between interior
and exterior. On the other hand, approximately one quarter of the St
Andrew Street frontage is an intensively landscaped open space which is
activated by a major building entrance. Furthermore, the composition of
the upper facade adds visual interest to the public realm on St Andrew
Street. When all these attributes are combined, this relatively austere
and inactive edge adjoining the footpath leads to a localised and minor
adverse visual effect.
Mitigation
Maintain façade articulation at the east and west ends of the building.
Setback glazing at level 00 to achieve a strongly expressed human-scale
base. Maximise the visual foil effect of on-site planting at all street edges.

4.3

Building entries
Each of the public entrances is architecturally eventful, and each
contributes visual interest to the street edge. Both access points
concentrate human activity. So, comings, goings and informal gatherings
providing further engaging detail at the base of the building.
On-site carparking is conveniently located close to one of the Outpatients
Building’s main entrances. Carparks are visually integrated with suitable
landscaping at the street edge.
The entry arrangement is appropriately future-proofed to function well
irrespective of whether Cumberland and Castle streets revert to two-way
traffic or remain paired within a one-way system.

Figure 4.5 Outpatients west entry from the intersection of
Cumberland Street and St Andrew Street.

Figure 4.6 Outpatients north entry from the parking and
northern entry plaza.
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4.4

Conclusions
•

The design is concept driven and produces cohesive composition.

•

Variation in materials, cladding systems and colour reinforce the
building’s formal composition and provide further visual interest.

•

Three-dimensional façade articulation is most intense where it has
greatest impact on the public domain e.g., Cumberland Street and
Castle Street elevations.

•

Less prominent surfaces are made eventful with two-dimensional
effects e.g., St Andrew Street elevation.

•

Although buildings are extensively glazed, areas of plain opaque
cladding benefit the composition of some elevations.

•

Eventful architecture and publicly relevant ground-floor
accommodation activate the Cumberland Street frontage.

•

Although most plant space is concealed, any external expressions
contribution positively to composition and architectural character.

•

A deep, intensively landscaped setback creates a high-amenity parklike space along the edge of Cumberland Street.

•

Major public entrances present strongly to Cumberland Street and St
Andrew Street.

•

Carparking, drop-off areas and service zones are sensitively located,
logically organized and screened by landscape.

•

A landscaped setback and a modulated secondary volume enhance
the Castle Street frontage, where there is little ground-level
engagement between interior and exterior.

•

Vehicle access and service areas are discretely located and screened
from Castle Street.

•

On St Andrew Street, the building plinth produces a long uniform
frontage, which limits engagement between interior and exterior.
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5
5.1

PUBLIC REALM AND OPEN SPACE
Context overview
There are substantial areas of public and green open space around 300m to
the west at the Octagon, and to the south at Queens Gardens and around
First Church of Otago. The nearest expansive public green open space to the
north is 550m away by the Otago Museum, although there are some smaller
green open spaces associated with the existing hospital buildings.

Figure 5.1 Hospital plan in
context of wider
neighbourhood showing
green open space and street
trees

However, there is currently limited green public open space in the
immediate context. The closest park is Anzac Square, which is approximately
250m away towards the south-east. Otherwise, a 25ha area bounded by
Stuart Street, George Street, Hanover Street and Anzac Avenue is almost
devoid of green public open space.
There are few street trees within this area. Sporadic and isolated tree
planting occurs along Cumberland and Castle Streets. This is the only
significant planting adjacent to the site.
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5.2

Street edge quality and landscaping
Street edge and carpark landscaping related content of the 2GDP
Commercial and mixed use zone assessment matters 18.9.4.1, 18.9.4.3,
18.9.4.7 and 18.10.3.2:
Development maintains or enhances streetscape amenity by
ensuring: an attractive street interface is maintained through
landscaping where buildings are not built to the street frontage;
large parking areas which are visible from the street are visually
broken up with internal landscaping, which also provides for
rainwater absorption; service areas and outdoor storage areas
associated with industrial or other activities are not visible from
ground level of a public place; and an architecturally interesting
façade through building modulation and use of glazing.
Related performance standard 18.6.1:
Landscaping area 1.5m wide must be provided along the full length
of any road boundary that does not have a building within 1.5m of
the boundary.
Landscaping must include a mix of trees, shrubs, and ground cover,
and have an average of 1 tree/per 5m of frontage.
Within parking areas, 1m2 of landscaping per parking space, and 1
tree per 10m2 of landscaping must be provided.
Related performance standard 18.6.8:
Parking areas must be located behind or within a building or
separated from the street frontage by at least a 1.5m wide
landscaping strip.
Related performance standard 18.6.9:
Service areas must be located or screened so that they are not
visible at ground level from adjacent residential activities or public
places.
General design approach
In giving effect to the idea of ‘hospital within a garden’ the landscape and
open space design approach overlays other conceptual drivers.
The ecological concept refers to the particularities of site, expressed as three
landscape zones of ‘dry’, ‘sandy’ and ‘wet’ and this has guided planting in all
areas. This concept is complemented by overlays of cultural elements and
functional programme, all integrated into a coherent fit-for-place whole.
The setback of buildings from the street edge has offered the opportunity to
significantly enhance streetscape amenity. Associated with areas of setback,
the terraced landscape is a response to the height differential between the
street and ground floor level. This interval is handled in a way that turns a
challenge into a major asset.
Cumberland Street edge
The proposal creates more publicly accessible green open space in a
utilitarian section of the city that has historically been under-supplied with
parks and reserves.
The most significant new open space is the terraced setback on Cumberland
Street. Here, the stepped landscape integrates the plinth with the building
and provides an attractive base for the architecture. This is an important
attribute of the project and provides for occupation and a sense of human
scale and the necessary high quality at the street edge.
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Figure 5.2 Cumberland Street frontage viewed from the intersection with St Andrew Street.

More generally, the landscape (including planned trees and other large-scale
elements) plays a significant role in reducing the visual impact of the
Outpatients Building’s height and bulk. Human-scaled hard and soft
landscape elements at the base of the building soften views, help to mitigate
building bulk and contribute to visual interest at the base of the building.
Appropriate cultural narratives have been introduced into the design.
The geometry relates to key elements of the architecture. A layering of
gently inflected alignments provides a calm visual counterpoint that relates
to splayed and curved building elements and softens the effect of a
principally orthogonally building composition. This provides a positive edge
to the street and valuable outdoor amenity spaces. These spaces include
generous entry thresholds, occupiable terraces and sitting edges with a
variety of orientations. The quality and extent of the open space on
Cumberland Street produce a significant and tangible public benefit.

Figure 5.3 Partial landscape plan showing terracing and landscape treatment along the edge of Cumberland Street.
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Figure 5.4 Landscape of terraces and entrance ramps and stairs at the Cumberland Street entry.

Mitigating raised ground floor at the street edges
Generous and easy transition between the street edge level and the ground
floor will be necessary both for ease of access and to mitigate the effects of
the raised plinth, particularly on Cumberland Street.
The deep setback of the main building facades from Cumberland Street
offers potential for a gentle change in levels up towards the building edge
and entries. This transition has been developed with a combination of ramps
and garden terraces. The terraces reduce the visual effect of the level
change at the street edge and provide opportunities for engagement by
inviting occupation of the edges of terraced gardens. The terraces are
complemented by other hard landscape features such as strategically placed
cultural elements and furniture. These items further develop the identity
and functionality of open spaces and enrich the streetscape. They combine
to create a high-quality landscape, which will be experienced by all people
approaching and entering the Outpatients Building (refer figures 5.2 - 5.4).
St Andrew Street edge
A solid plinth, raised ground floor and discrete openings combine to produce
a relatively austere frontage. Architectural detail is more intricate on the
east and west elevations, and some articulation turns the corner for a short
distance into St Andrew Street. On the upper floors, a varied “hit-and-miss”
layout of openings provides a degree of visual interest to the middle of the
block. This is augmented by a strong diagonal gesture in the cladding on
Levels 02-04.
However, landscape is the principal means for softening the hard edge at
street level. At the Cumberland Street intersection, the terraced pocket park
provides exceptional visual amenity. The landscaped setback on Castle
Street achieves a more modest effect. Along the St Andrew Street edge the
open space and landscape at the Cumberland Street entry is the chief
mitigation in combination with low level planting along the base of the
plinth. If this is to be an effective foil to the building, this landscape element
needs to be extensive, carefully designed and well maintained. Ideally, onsite planting here would be augmented by street trees and other vegetation
within the St Andrew Street right-of-way.
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Castle Street edge
Along Castle Street the building is closer to the right-of-way but is still set
back from the street edge along most of the site’s eastern boundary. This
setback provides room for soft landscape including two trees and a line of
low-level planting. Brick walls screen off service areas and continue the
characteristic materiality of the building’s east elevation (see also section
5.4).
This treatment does not meet the standard requirement for one tree per 5m
of setback frontage. This however is compensated for by a layering of low
and mid-level planting along the strip and against the brick wall of the
service yard. This creates a modest but pleasant green edge that also
introduces a level of street edge landscape quality that is not otherwise seen
along this part of Castle Street and is an acceptable interface with Castle
Street (refer figures 5.5 and 5.7).
Vehicle entrances
Essential curb crossings and vehicle entrances are narrow and neither
interrupt the streetscape nor detract from pedestrian amenity along
Cumberland and Castle Streets. Consolidating service areas and parking
along a through-block lane reduce vehicle access to a single curb crossing on
each of these streets. This approach retains more space for street edge
planting and results in a better experience for pedestrians and cyclists.

Figure 5.5 Landscape treatment and service yard screening along the edge of Castle Street.

5.3

Provision and quality of on-site public open spaces
Cumberland Street terraces and undercroft
The Cumberland Street terraces perform an entry function and provide an
opportunity for informal occupation. This area will receive excellent
afternoon sun. It will offer genuine amenity to pedestrians and have a
positive effect on surrounding streetscape. It is also a desirable location for
the proposed café terrace. Together with a major public entrance, this
street-facing hospitality space will help to activate the open space.
A large under-croft area occupies the south-west corner of the building
facing the intersection of Cumberland Street and St Andrew Street. With a
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lofty soffit and high-quality finishes, this area provides a sheltered threshold
to the building and a beneficial extension of the terraces (refer Fig. 5.6). Part
of the under-croft is deep under cover and oriented to the south. Less
suitable for occupation, this area accommodates movement to and from a
major building entrance.

Figure 5.6 Outpatients courtyard

5.4

Location and treatment of service areas
Parking and service area related content of the 2GDP
Commercial and mixed use zone assessment matter 18.9.4.3:
Fences visible from public places are to be designed to maintain or
enhance streetscape amenity.
Related performance standard 18.6.3:
Fences, freestanding walls, and gates must be no more than 2m
high along any site boundary, or within 10m of the front
boundary.
General arrangement
Services and plant are located along the north side of the building and
accessed from both Cumberland and Castle Streets. Landscaped areas,
pedestrian pathways and other public spaces are co-located with services
along a through-block link. However, the front-of-house functions are clearly
articulated and differentiated from adjacent back-of-house areas.
Visitor parking is well-located directly out from the northern entry to the
building, with logical vehicle circulation and parking appropriately
complemented by a wide terraced landscaped edge.
An outdoor service yard is located on the north-east corner of the
Outpatients Building. This is set back from the street edge with a landscaped
strip and is screened by a 2.7m high brick wall. While higher than the 2.0m
standard, the wall is visually integrated with and relates well to the base of
the Outpatients Building. The modest increase in height ensures it is also
more effective in concealing the truck dock and service area.
The brick wall also makes visual reference to the Dunedin Central Fire
Station and in combination with related landscape elements presents a highquality edge to the street (refer figures 5.5 and 5.7).
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Figure 5.7 View from Castle Street of the Outpatients service yard edge

The lane at the northern boundary of the site provides visitor vehicle access
to the building’s elevated north entry and parking plaza and provides service
vehicle access to the service yard on Castle Street.
As shown figure 5.8, the lane accommodates pedestrian movements. At the
western end of the site, the lane and its surroundings have a simple layout
that is visually clean and open. A diesel tank along one side of the lane is
screened, and trees soften and enhance the appearance of the place. While
suitably modest in character, the publicly accessible western section of the
lane provides a favourable arrival experience for hospital visitors. However,
the picture is less satisfactory at the eastern end of the site. Here, there are
legibility issues along the pedestrian route that links the northern building
entry with Castle Street. These issues are identified in section 2.6.

Figure 5.8 Service and carpark laneway
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5.5

Conclusions
•

The landscape and open space have been creatively and coherently
resolved to deliver a very high amenity outcome that significantly
enhances all street edges.

•

The proposal introduces open space along Cumberland Street edge in
part of central city that is undersupplied with green public open space.

•

A positive frontage is presented to Cumberland Street with a strong
overture to the intersection with St Andrew Street. The combination of
eventful architecture, active edges and high-quality public landscape
presents Cumberland Street as a pedestrian-oriented environment. It
also provides a precedent or model for further improvements to the
eastern edge of the central city.

•

The quality and extent of open space on Cumberland Street produce a
significant public benefit that may be considered an “offset” for any
effects resulting from unusual building bulk.

•

All car parking includes well-judged internal planting that provides
amenity while maintaining sightlines and high-quality landscape
treatments at the street edge.

•

Service areas are unobtrusively located and screened. High-quality edge
treatments combine with well-designed walls and landscape elements.

•

The St Andrew Street frontage lacks activation and is architecturally
austere. In combination with articulation of the Level 00 façade, the
proposed strip of low-level planting provides a foil to this hard edge.
Ideally, this on-site landscape would be augmented by street trees.
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6

CONCLUSIONS
1.

The Outpatients Building is a large structure, which has been
designed to avoid or successfully mitigate most adverse effects.

2. The potential and actual adverse effects are summarised below:
Actual and potential adverse effects

Significance of adverse
effects
More than minor/Minor
depending on type of view

Mitigation

2.1

Building height-related townscape
effects

No further mitigation required beyond
proposed significant articulation of building
form and skyline.

2.2

Visual effects related to building bulk
and scale

Minor

No further mitigation required beyond the
proposed significant articulation of building
form apart from development of the façades
with openings and fine-grained textures.

2.3

Building bulk and scale relationship
to heritage buildings

Minor

No further mitigation required beyond
proposed transitional volumes, setbacks and
large-scale landscape elements.

2.4

Relatively austere, inactive edge to St
Andrew Street

Minor

Maintain façade articulation at east and west
ends of the building.
Maximise foil effect of on-site planting and
potentially augment with street trees in the
public right-of-way.
Ensure the shadow line resulting from the
shallow recess of glazing on Level 00 of the
south elevation is retained through design
development.

3.

The design is based on recognition of and positive relationship to
context including general adherence to the city’s orthogonal grid,
reference to and repair of street environments and provision of
high-quality public open space in an area that currently lacks this
amenity.

4.

The Outpatients Building will be seen in a context of existing tall
building clusters: the CBD, the existing hospital, and the
university. As such, the development will reinforce Dunedin’s
characteristic polycentric urban form. The new building will give
added ‘visual weight’ to the city centre, thereby creating a
stronger focal point within the urban vista.

5.

The potential adverse effects of bulk and scale are successfully
mitigated by strongly expressed formal modulation including
transitional volumes at the edges of the site.

6.

The proposal has many positive qualities that will contribute to a
well-functioning urban environment. These include providing:
a. reinforcement of Dunedin’s polycentric urban form as well as
strengthening the centre;
b. more intensive activity that will enliven a key part of the
central city;
c. enhanced connectivity across the city;
d. choice of entry points and directions for enhanced
wayfinding;
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e.
f.
g.

street edge quality and activation particularly on Cumberland
Street;
good quality public open space on a street and in a
neighbourhood currently lacking such space; and
an accomplished work of contemporary architecture that will
enhance the image of the city.

7.

The extent and quality of open space provided on Cumberland
Street is a significant and tangible public benefit that may also be
considered an ‘offset’ for any effects of a bulky building. The
generously dimensioned landscaped setback provides a
precedent for further improvement of the central city’s eastern
edge.

8.

The proposed Outpatients Building continues a long-standing
association between Dunedin Hospital and the central city.
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